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II.—ENCLOSED STONE BUILT SETTLEMENTS
IN NORTH NORTHUMBERLAND
George Jobey
In previous volumes of Archceologia Aeliana1 an account
has been given of those rectilinear enclosed settlements in
the county which, by excavation or inference, could be said
to belong to the Romano-British period. Their distribution
lies mainly, though not exclusively, within the zone bounded
by Hadrian’s Wall to the south and the Simonside Hills to
the north. The following survey is devoted to the more
northerly enclosed settlements of round, stone walled huts,
situated between Coquetdale and the present Border (fig. 1).
Although limitations of space demanded some division
in the treatment of such enclosed settlements throughout the
county, the choice of demarcation was not entirely arbitrary.
Beyond Coquetdale the easterly thrust of the Cheviots, to
which the Roman road system at' once lends emphasis, and
the flanking arc of the Fell Sandstone ridges bring compara
tively elevated land to within a few miles of the coast. At
the same time, the deep southerly penetration of the River
Till and its tributaries links the greater part of the area with
the Tweed basin. As might be anticipated, the enclosed
homesteads and settlements hereabouts are closely compar
able with those already published from Roxburghshire and
Berwickshire, for which a Romano-British context has
already been deduced.2
The field work was based initially on Mr. A. H. A. Hogg’s
•>A .A ,\ XXXVIII (I960), 1-38,;247; XXXIX (1961); 371-2,-X L I (1963),
19-35,211-15.
.
•
;
2 R.C.A.M. Roxburghshire I & II and Berwickshire ; Roman and Native
in North Britain (1958), 103.
':
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List of Native Sites in Northumberland3 from which, after
ground survey, it has been possible to abstract this type of
settlement and to make additions. Plans of all sites in the
Appendix have been drawn to a standard scale. Field survey
is at most times an impossible task without assistance. I
remain indebted to students of the Department of ExtraMural Studies, King’s College, and in particular to Messrs.
W. Dodds, A. Bankier and J. Tait, for their enthusiastic
co-operation.
Description of Sites
Except in the case of a few settlements noted below, the
rectilinear form of the enclosures found throughout the area
to the south of Simonside gives way in the north to circular
and oval enclosures or, in final form, to irregularly shaped
agglomerations of stone huts and courtyards.
The homestead unit, consisting of one or at most two
huts lying within the enclosure wall, is not found frequently
in complete isolation, but generally forms part of a larger
group. Where they do occur, some minor variations are
apparent. There is the small, stoutly built enclosure con
taining a free standing stone hut facing on to a forecourt
hollowed to an extent varying sometimes, though not always,
with the slope of the ground (fig. 2, no. 1); a plan made
fam iliar by the excavation of the hpmestead at Crock Cleuch,
Roxburghshire.4 Very occasionally the rear arc of the hut
wall appears to merge with the enclosure wall or again, in
place of complete encirclement, courtyard walls may spring
from the hut walls so as to leave the rear arc of the hut pro
jecting (fig. 2, no. 2). Where steep slopes would make the
access between dwelling and forecourt difficult, the position
of the hut may be moved from the normal uphill position to
an intermediate level (fig. 2, no. 3). In larger groupings, such
3 Proceedings Antiquaries Newcastle 4, XI (1948), 140 ff. A comprehensive
list giving earlier references, for which reason the names used for sites therein
have been retained wherever possible.
*P.S.A.S., LXXXI (1946-7), 138-157.
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as that situated on the ridge of Hartside above the Breamish,
both completely and partly enclosed huts are to be found in
close juxtaposition (fig. 3). There seems to be no compelling
reason to attribute these minor variations to any cultural
differences.5
5 See e.g. comment on Lanton Moor, Roxburgh , I, 20.
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A common unit, comparable in size to the_ rectilinear
, settlements of the southern parts of the county, is the oval
shaped enclosure containing some four or five huts facing
onto the forecourt, though once again it is seldom found
: singly (fig. 4). Larger “ villages ” may evolve by way of a
I collection of smaller units in close proximity to each other,
■though not in physical contact (fig. 3), or by the addition of
extra cells to an original nucleus, seen in the early stages of
development at Brands Hill (38) and in more advanced form
• at Greaves Ash (fig. 6). Only exceptionally are huts con
structed at the expense of the original enclosure wall or
found to overlie it with no additional provision of courtyards,
as is the case on the well preserved site at Southernknowe I
(30) in the College Valley (fig. 5). The largest accretion of
huts and courtyards in the whole county is that at the well
known settlement of Greaves Ash, where there are twentyseven extant huts in one group and a further thirteen no more
than a hundred yards distant.
Although the single enclosure walls have been stoutly
built, being in the order of six feet thick, few sites are in
acceptably defensive positions. The use of orthostats in wall
construction appears to have depended solely upon the
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material that was to hand. As with similar settlements in
south-east Scotland, ditches are virtually absent,6 a point'of
difference in comparison with some of the rectilinear settle
ments to the south.7 By and large, however, the northern
sites lie in areas of better natural drainage or on less tractable
sub-soil.
On hill slopes, the difference in level between the dwelling
area and forecourt, enhanced by some cutting back, may be
as much as six feet or more. This is sufficient to anticipate
steps similar to those found on the rectilinear settlement at
Riding Wood8 and, though none are now evident, they were
recorded in excavation by Tate at Greaves Ash.9 Probing
in some courtyards suggests that they might be paved or
cobbled after the manner of some of the stockyards in the
rectilinear settlements. A standard feature on most of the
southern sites was the presence or semblance of two yards
separated by a paved causeway. This duality is not always
present on the northern sites, but in some instances a low
dividing wall, rather than paved causeway, can be seen to
cross the forecourt (fig. 3).
The average diameter of the huts is in the region of
twenty feet, though individual examples vary from twelve
to twenty-seven feet across from centre to centre of the
remaining stone foundations. Very occasionally a large and
small hut occur as a pair (fig. 2 no. 2). On the other hand,
in the larger settlements, there are no huts which stand out
as being socially significant by virtue of their exceptional
size or construction. At odd times, some platforms within
the enclosure give the impression of having been created for
timber huts, a feature discussed in an earlier volume;10 but in
cases where robbing has been extensive the truth of this
could only be arrived at by excavation. Doorways are nor
mally located in the quadrant east to south, as are the main
6 Possible exceptions occur at Coldsmouth Hill (1) and Earle Whin (22);cf. the Gair, Roxburgh, II, no. 293.
7 A .A .\ XXXVIII (1960), 4.
8 Ibid., 8.
• Berwick. Nat. Club, IV (1856-62), 293.
™ A.A.*, XL (1962), 47-58.
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entrances to most of the enclosures. Their entrances vary
from six to ten feet in width and are flanked sometimes by
large orthostats.
There has been little recorded excavation on such settle
ments in north Northumberland and most of this was
accomplished a century ago; consequently. the record of
internal features within the huts is scant. Arrangements
would appear to have been basic and minimal, not confined
to the Tyne-Forth province, but found in round house archi
tecture of various contexts.11 The partly paved floor, the
11 From an analysis of over one hundred published examples in England,
Wales and Scotland.

possible bench, the low stone threshold, nnd the intemnl
division13 are all fairly ubiquitous features.
Distribution (fig. 1)
It is unlikely that subsequent land utilization has greatly
affected the general overall picture of distribution within the
Cheviot range itself. Here settlements of this order occur on
the foothills peripheral to the main Cheviot massif, being
located m ain ly between the six-hundred and eleven-hundred
foot contours, yet seldom any distance from a river or upland
bum. In particular they cluster around the entrances to the
more confined valleys from which issue the tributaries of the
Till. Approaching the furrowed flanks of Cheviot itself,
distribution is strung out on convenient slopes or on limited
gravel flats above the spate levels of the burns. A compara
tively sheltered position would seem to have been a factor in
the final location and almost all are situated in areas which
have at least a limited cover of drift.14 Three main concen
trations are apparent, at the approaches to and within the
fastness of the Breamish gorge, on Brands Hill and the
southern flank of Happy Valley, and above the feeders of
Bowmont and Glen, particularly to the west of Yeavering,
where they form a link with the Roxburghshire series.
On the southern foothills, overlooking the expanse of the
Vale of Whittingham and so into upper Coquetdale, settle
ments are sporadic. In some measure, for instance on the
lower but convenient ridges south of the Ain, this scarcity
may be the result of more intensive cultivation in recent
times,15 but other areas of upper Coquetdale, such as Kid12 e.g. Prendwick Chesters (64) and Greaves Ash, op. cit.
13 e.g. Swint Law, Berwick N a t Club, IV (1856-62), 431.
14 The available maps do not give sufficient information about the variation
in the nature of the drift to be of great assistance. In like manner, though
local farmers assert a noticeable difference in the present day rainfall as
between one Cheviot valley and another, the figures kindly supplied by the
Northumberland River Conservancy Board and M et. Office do not seem to
show any relationship with the detailed distribution of settlements.
15 Place names and earlier recorded sites at e.g. Hetchester (Roman
material), Roberts Law, Blackchesters, Burradon Chesters; see especially
MacLauchlan, Eastern Branch of Watling Street (1864), Additional Notes
(1867) and Greenwood’s Map (1828).

land, may well have had to await the seasonal activities of
the Cistercians for any appreciable economic use.16
On the sweeping arc made by the stretches of dark,
heather moorland and the stark cuesta of the Fell Sand
stones, from the direction of Redesdale, through Simonside
to the east of the Till, conditions for the survival of field
remains are comparatively good and altitude is not prohibi
tive. Even so, when the hill-forts and settlements of early
date are abstracted, the density of the stone built settlements
under discussion is appreciably less hereabouts than on the
slopes to the west of the Till. The present day contrast
between some such areas of moorland, with their thin, acid
soils and comparatively low sheep carrying capacity, and the
more verdant Cheviot slopes, is a striking feature of the area.
Little can be said at this stage about the arable areas of
the coastal plain,17 but it would seem from developments in
south-east Northumberland18 that its potentials in the
Romano-British period should not be overlooked. On the
coastline itself, extant settlements in Berwickshire, such as
that at Earn’s Heugh19 could represent in more tangible
form the occasion for the discovery of Roman and native
material from Bamburgh Castle,20 Dunstanburgh Castle21
and, more recently, from Tynemouth Castle22 in the south.
In areas of major concentration, such as that on Brands
Hill (34-47), there is in one stretch a dozen extant home
steads and small settlements occurring at intervals of no
16 Newminster Cartulary, 78; Dixon, Upper Coquetdale (1903), 39.
17 There are a number of indeterminate enclosures showing as crop marks
on air-photographs taken by Dr. St. Joseph and kindly supplied by Cambridge
University. Of some interest, in a possible Roman context, are two small
sub-rectangular enclosures at Gloster Hill (N U : 251042/4) near to the
provenance of the Campestres altar (Berwick Nat. Club, (1856-62), 86).
18 A .A * , XLI (1963), 32-4.
™P.S.A.S., LXVI (1931-2), 152.
20 University of Durham Gazette, VIII, no. 2 Report of Excavation Com
mittee.
21 A .A .4, XIII (1936), 279-92.
22 Excavations Feb. 1963, report forthcoming. One is reminded too of
Roman finds on the Durham coast, not all of which need necessarily point
to the possible presence of military installations. CProceedings4 X, 10 (1946):
A .A .2, X (1885), 103-14).
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more than three hundred yards between one and another.
Or, by way of a different form of illustration, an area of
four square miles in the Breamish valley contains settle
ments yielding a total of some one hundred and fifty stone
founded huts (50-72).
Whereas a small number of settlements lying within
rectangular or sub-rectangular enclosures are to be noted
in north Northumberland23 and indeed north of the Border,24
statistically they are not important; nor are they always
quite so formal in their layout as the southern settlements.
In one instance at least, on Heddon Moor (49), the recti
linear outline has been dictated by the topography of the
23 Brands Hill no. 3, N. Cowboy’s Cairn (46), W. Corbie Crag (83), Alnham
Castle Hill (75), West Hill, Kirknewton (16). The distribution of rectilinear
sites in N. Tynedale and Redesdale extends to Smaleswood and Woolaw near
Burdhope (90) respectively.
24 e.g. Hownam Rings, PS.A.S., LXXXII (1947-8), 193-225.

site. At Brands Hill no. 3 (38) a single hut within a rect
angular enclosure lies in close proximity to a small nucleated
settlement of oval enclosures, but there is no certain indica
tion of sequence and it seems reasonable to regard them as
forming part of the same settlement at some stage.
Field Systems
In contrast with the situation further south in England,
the instances of developed field systems which can be seen
to be associated with the settlements of the Tyne-Forth
province remain exceptional.25 Although there is an
impressive array of cultivation terraces of various dimen
sions in north Northumberland, similar to those noted north
of the Border,26 none can be associated unequivocally with
these settlements, whereas some are demonstrably later, as at
Staw House (6), and yet others run out into broad rig cul
tivation. Long, low lynchets or terraces may be found in
close proximity to settlements, as at Knock Hill (65), but
generally there are also the remains of later farmsteads in
the vicinity with which they could be better associated. The
same situation pertains to low stone boundary walls, found,
for example, at Meggrims Knowe (53), Greaves Ash,27 and
East Hartside Hill (60). Perhaps less equivocal are the
remains of intermittent enclosure walls close to the settle
ment which overlies the hill-fort at Lordenshaws (87)28 above
Coquetdale and that at S.E. Whitehall (34) in the College
Valley, but final proof of their precise context is lacking.
To this extent the small series of walled paddocks connected
with stone huts at Brands Hill no. 7 (fig. 7) is, at the moment,
exceptional.29 A limited amount of aerial photography
25 Crock Cleuch, op. cit; Tamshiel Rig, Roxburgh, II, no. 943.
26 For general discussion see S. Piggott in Roman and Native in N . Britain,
ch. 1; PJSj LJS., LXXIII (1938-9), 289 ff.
27 The popular association of field boundaries with the settlement at Greaves
Ash fails to take account of the later farmsteads, omitted from some of the
earlier plans.
28 Plan in History of Northumberland, XV, 31.
29 Even so the track is of doubtful context. A similar track appears to be
later than Brands Hill no. 3.
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carried out over selected areas has failed to produce more
substantial evidence.
Relationship to Earlier Hill-Forts and Settlements
The comparatively late arrival of these settlements on the
scene in the Tyne-Forth province is illustrated by the manner
in which they are sometimes found to overlie Iron Age hillforts. The phenomenon has been given ample treatment
elsewhere30 and it remains merely to cite some examples
throughout the county of Northumberland.
At the multivallate hill-forts of Alnham Castle Hill31 and
Lordenshaws and the bivallate enclosure at Greaves Ash
(fig. 6) either individual or nucleated settlements overlie the
defences and, in two instances, extend well beyond the
earlier perimeters to the easterly, lee side. A small subrectangular enclosure sits firmly on top of the outer ring
work at West Hill, Kirknewton (fig. 8) and a number of
stone huts and forecourts overlie the eastern and less exposed
arc of an earlier earthwork on the hill top at Weetwood (27).
In addition, a similar sequence may exist at Prendwick
Chesters (61), Beanley Ringses (84), Rayheugh [NU:
134276], West Hartside (54), and Fowberry Moor (28), though
the state of preservation does not allow the same degree of
certainty in every case. In the south of the county, the
Romano-British rectilinear settlement at West Gunnar Peak32
was shown to overlie the perimeter of an earlier promontory
site, though the claim for a similar occurrence at the hillfort on Warden Law,33 situated above the confluence of
North and South Tyne, must remain unresolved owing to
extensive robbing. Whilst the record of visible palisaded
settlements of the Early Iron Age in the county is com
paratively small, that at High Knowes 2,34 Alnham, merits
30 Steer in Roman and Native in N. Britain, ch. v.
31 Plan in History of Northumberland> XTV, 35, but with additional
enclosures.
32 A .A 4, XX (1942), 19.
33 Proc. A n t. Newcastle,3 X, 142-6.
34 Additional to list in A .A .4, XL (1962), 31.

passing reference in this connection, since at least one round
stone hut can be seen to overlie the lines of the palisades
(NT: 973125).
It seems reasonable to infer a corresponding sequence
on those occasions where hill-forts and settlements lie in
close proximity to each other, as at Jenny’s Lantern (fig. 9).
On the other hand, where the remains of stone founded huts
and connecting walls lie entirely within perimeters which in
themselves would appear by analogy to be pre-Roman, it is
not always possible to resolve the sequence by field survey
alone. However, it is now fairly evident that the normal
dweliing in the Early Iron Age hill-forts and settlements of
the area was of timber construction.35 Moreover, excava
tions at Huckhoe36 illustrated how the earlier stone built
perimeter might be partly utilized in the process of construct35 See e.g, Roxburgh I and II. Northumberland hill-forts forthcoming.
38 A .A .\ XXXVII (1959), 217-78.

ing a later Romano-British settlement. With such considera
tions in mind, attention can be drawn to the stone walled
huts within the multivallate defences at Old Rothbury (85),
West Hill, Kirknewton (fig. 8), Rothley Crags in south Nor
thumberland (NZ: 043885) and the sites described by Mf.
Hogg on Doddington Moor37 (24 and 25). Circular stone
foundations within the well preserved and very small, but
otherwise typical, Iron Age hill-fort on Brough Law (NT:
999164), could present the explanation for the recovery of a
sherd of Romano-British coarse pottery from that site,38
The relationship between settlements referred to as
scooped enclosures and the stone-built settlements under dis
cussion has been examined in general terms elsewhere39 and,
in the absence of excavation to clarify the situation, merits
no further consideration at this stage.
Later Structures
Apart from normal expansion, the stone-built, enclosed
settlements would appear to have ended their existence in
much the same architectural form as they began. Only
occasionally do rectangular stone buildings appear on the
same site and most of these have been constructed at the
expense of the original settlement. The site at Burdhope (90)
in upper Redesdale may be quoted as a published example,
where cottage, long house and a number of smaller rect
angular buildings with bowed sides partly overlie the earlier
settlement.40 In some upland areas conveniently sheltered
building sites are at a premium and the appearance of more
recent farmstead or shieling on, or close by, an early settle
ment is both a reflection of this fact and the presence of a
ready supply of building material. In two instances only is
there room for doubt, at Haystack Hill (fig. 10) and the
" A u i * . XXXIV (1956), 142-49.
38 Berwick. N at. Club, 1856-62, 304-5,
™ A .A .\ XL (I960), 47-58.
40 History o f Northumberland, XV, 78, with additions. “ Burdup ” was
spoiled by the Scots 1584. (P.R.O. State Papers 15/28 f. 237); information
Dr. C. M. Fraser.

homestead at Knock Hill South (62), where a round and
rectangular building occupy the same platform above the
courtyard. The picture in the south of the county is
similar and only two rectangular buildings likely to be of
Roman date appear on the rectilinear settlements there,41
whatever the situation might be in this respect on the upland
settlements to the south of Hadrian’s Wall.42
By and large then, neither a sequence of development
from round to sub-rectangular huts, similar to that proposed
recently for the- large site at Tre’r Ceiri43 in Wales, nor the
close juxtaposition of circular and rectangular stone build
ings within the same enclosure, found on some of the settle
ments in Anglesey and Caernarvonshire,44 are evident in
the Northumbrian settlements. It could be that rectangular
buildings had appeared within the large oppidum on Traprain Law,43 further to the north in the Tyne-Forth province,
but it would not be in this respect alone that this site excels in
the Romano-British period. Only one sub-rectangular build
ing was noted during the survey of the comparatively large
centre on Yeavering Bell in Northumberland. Here most
of the one hundred and thirty platforms and floors appeared
to be designed for circular buildings and, though there was
little indication of stone founded huts, many of the platforms
carried ring grooves for timber constructions.
At higher altitudes, approaching one thousand feet, a
type of enclosed farmstead containing rectangular stone
buildings is sometimes encountered. Though they could be
of some antiquity, in all probability representing some phase
of medieval rural colonization, they are clearly not the
41 Gunnar Peak, op. cit. and Huckhoe, op. cit.
42 e.g. Cumberland and Westmorland see Old Brampton, Wolsty Hall,
Risehow, Trans. C. & W., LIX (1959), 1-14 and Eller Beck, LXIII (1963),
86-95; Ewe Close, Cow Green, Ewe Locks, Burwens, Corder in Aspects of
Archaeology, 84. Sites in, N.E. Yorks, see Trans. Scarborough Arch. Soc.
(1958), 26-34.
43 Arch. Journ.y CXVII (1960), 1 ff.
44 e.g. R.C.A.M. Anglesey and Caernarvonshire I and II.
45 A. H. A. Hogg in Aspects o f Archaeology, 209 and fig. 53, from a reinterpretation of latest level of earlier excavations showing sub-rectangular
buildings with turf and stone foundations.
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immediate successors of the enclosed settlements of round
stone houses found in the same areas.46
Isolated or Unenclosed Hut Circles
Any consideration of the enclosed settlements would
not be complete without some mention of the so-called
isolated or unenclosed stone hut-circles. The examples
recorded in the area so far remain few, possibly owing to
the difficulties of detection. Even so, they exhibit a diversity
in size and topographical position which in itself may point
to a variation in function and context. It has been suggested
that the free standing stone hut as a type of dwelling
46 A typical example lies at the foot of Hogdon Law (N T : 962125) to the
west of the Coppath Burn settlement (74).

may go back to the early Bronze Age in the northern area,
as found at Woodhead47 near Bewcastle, beyond the western
boundary of Northumberland. On the other hand, as Dr.
Steer has stated in his Horsley Memorial Lecture, some such
hut-circles in southern Scotland are in fact sepulchral monu
ments of the Bronze Age. In Northumberland it is con
ceivable that an explanation of this order could have rele
vance for the two stone rings, once recorded as huts, on
Garleigh Moor48 (NU: 061991), or the recently discovered
group of twelve low stone rings to the south-east of Long
Crag overlooking the Threestone Burn circle of standing
stones (NT: 964211). By the same token, the range of
possible interpretation of the remains at Birky Burn49 and
similar monuments to the south of Simonside is increased.
An excavation of one of the groups of huts on Debdon
Moor50 in 1907 produced no finds. Although their present
appearance is that of huts of small diameter it is as well to
point out that they lie within an area notable for its numbers
of stone cairns. The “ isolated huts ” recorded at East and
West Horton Moor51 remain without close parallel at the
moment. Two inscribed stones, one cup marked and the
other ring marked, were noted in the ruined walls during
re-survey.
It is clear that a better understanding of the field remains
in this category can come only from further field survey and
excavation, including detailed inspection, of the cairnfields
themselves in north Northumberland.52 In the meantime
there is no sound evidence for the presence of any round,
stone-walled houses in Northumberland in a context earlier
than the enclosed settlements under consideration.
47 Trans. C. & W., XL (1940), 154.
48 History of Northumberland, XV.
49 Antiquity 19 (1945), 80 ff. Where a superficial but not altogether happy
comparison is made with the concentric circles of N. Wales.
50 History of Northumberland, XV, 37; Dixon Upper Coquetdale, 149.
51 Antiquity 19 (1945), 80 ff.
52 I am indebted to Mr. R. W. Feachem and Mr. A. McLaren for dis
cussions on the problems of cairnfields and to Major General Scott Elliott for
allowing me to view a “ ring-cairn ” in process of excavation.
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Dateable Evidence
Although the material recovered from individual settle
ments of this type lying between the Tyne and Forth is often
scanty and may differ in date within the Romano-British
period, there is nevertheless a general coverage from the
second to the fourth century a . d . 53 In two instances some
occupation in the post-Roman' period has been inferred54
and attention has been drawn to the possible resemblance
between the walled homestead of the Cheviots and Lammermuirs and the description of St. Cuthbert’s hermitage on the
Fame.55
The century old excavations on these settlements in north
Northumberland give no precision to the general picture;
indeed, some of the finds are no longer traceable or their
original provenance is not securely established. A possible
53 For convenient summary of Scottish sites see Roxburgh I and II and
Roman and Native in N . Britain, 103 ; for Northumberland e.g. Milking Gap
A .A .4,X V (1938), 303 ff., Huckhoe op. cit., rectilinear settlements op. cit.
54Huckhoe, Northumberland; Crock Cleugh, Roxburgh; see also sugges
tion re latest homestead at Hownam Rings, P.S.A.S., LXXXII (1947-8),
193-225.
55 Antiquity 15 (1941), 88.

sherd of fourth century coarse pottery comes from Worm
Law56 and the ubiquitous glass armlet or pendant from
Swint Law57 and Greaves Ash.58 Quemstones are indiffer
ently recorded, but two bun-shaped rotary querns of possible
first or second century date were recovered during the survey
of the settlement at Earle Whin and the mutilated site at Pike
House (88). The surviving native pottery is meagre, at
present indeterminate in date, and comes mainly from sites
on which there has been more than one structural phase. A
rim sherd of second century date from Brough Law has
interest, as already mentioned, because of the stone founded
huts lying within the defences. In a wider context, the
recovery of a Romano-British fibula, glass armlet and pos
sible Samian sherds, from Tate’s original excavations on the
more extensive centre surmounting Yeavering Bell,59 is also
worthy of note, though any estimate of the physical extent
of Romano-British occupation on this site is difficult to
estimate from field survey alone and must await clarification
from Mr. Hope-Taylor’s recent excavations (p. 55 above).
Summary
The limits of the distribution of enclosed settlements
containing round stone houses throughout southern Scot
land and Northumberland is now reasonably well defined.
The theory that hereabouts such settlements are characteris
tic of the tribal area of the Votadini and a phenomenon of
the pax Romana has been discussed by Dr. Steer earlier in
this volume and elsewhere.80
Although these sites clearly represent a basic form of
settlement over centuries, there is no indication of change in
the type of dwelling; this remains the round hut which con
ceivably makes its first appearance in stone in this area on
this type of settlement. Such conservatism apart, however,
86 Berwick. Nat. Club, 1856-62, 431.
57 Op. cit.
58 Op. cit. The Romano-British fibula from Southernknowe (Newcastle
Museum) is not from the sites of the surviving settlements in that area.
. 59 Berwick. N a t Club, 1856-62, 431.
60 Roman and Native in N. Britain, ch. iv.
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the general picture in the Cheviot area of Northumberland
would seem to be one of expansion during the Roman period,
seen in the multiplication of settlements; though the size of
individual enclosures making up the larger groups remains
commensurable with family units. No doubt these settle
ments had their importance for the Roman Command in
terms of manpower and the products of stock raising, but
any deliberate Roman policy aimed at increasing corn pro
duction in these areas is, at present, difficult to substantiate
in view of the paucity of recognizable field systems.
Whereas the outline plan of the enclosures in the south

and the north of the county differs respectively as between
rectilinear and oval, there is some basic similarity in internal
arrangements. Nevertheless, the more formal layout of the
southern sites is worthy of recognition. It is clear that the
individual rectilinear settlements show little or no expansion
in the size of the original units, and never achieve the dimen
sions of some of the Cheviot groups. If it is not to read too
much into a comparison of mere field remains situated in
somewhat different topographical contexts, the larger assemb
lages of the Cheviot settlements have a spontaneity which
contrasts with the more regular size and distribution of the
southern sites. A general attribution to Roman influence
would not be an unreasonable explanation for the form of
the rectilinear sites, but whether or not this influence
extended to precept rather than example is difficult to deter
mine on present evidence. The possibility of some form of
directed settlement in the south has been discussed in an
earlier volume.61
It is impossible to see the vicissitudes of the frontier zone
reflected in any clear light on the remains of these settlements
in the north of the county.62 The occasional appearance
of stone huts within some hill-forts might be taken as being
representative of re-occupation in times of stress, but there
is no proof that hill-forts in the area were reconstructed at
any stage during the Romano-British period, whereas there
is good evidence that on some sites the defences were not
rehabilitated after the appearance of the overlying settle
ments.
The general similarity existing between the Cheviot
settlements and some of those enclosed settlements in the
upland areas of North Wales has at times led to comment,
yet it is a type of site not confined to the two areas and there
is little concrete evidence to support an argument for a
transference of population from between the two Roman
61 A .A .\ XXXVIII (1960), 1-38.
62 But see discussion on areani by I. A. Richmond in Roman and Native in
N. Britain, 114-15.

Walls to North Wales as early as the Antonine period.63 In
like manner, so far as the Cheviot area is concerned, an
apparent expansion in the number and size of settlements
hereabouts would seem to deny any drastic depopulation by
a large transplantation of communities overseas, once sug
gested as the fate of the inhabitants of the central and
eastern Lowlands and the southern Uplands in the midsecond century.64
A small number of settlements have produced fourth
century material, but more direct evidence for later occupa
tion on these sites is very meagre, though the subsequent
activity of the northern Votadini has its place in literature.65
It is unfortunate that the thin harvest of finds discourages
excavation, since the distribution of such settlements, for
example in the area of Yeavering and westwards into the
Bowmont Valley, might even have some significance in
estimating the degree and extent of native activity encoun
tered by the Anglo-Saxon invaders. There can now be little
doubt that, in some upland areas of Northumberland, the
enclosed settlements of round stone houses are the last form
of small settlement observable on the ground before the
establishment of farmsteads of much more recent date.
»»See Antiquity 18 (1944), 138 ff. and 19 (1945), 80 ff.
64 Roman Britain and the English Settlements (2nd ed. 1937), 146. For
discussion and rejection on other grounds see J. P. Gillam in Roman and
Native in N . Britain, 65-66.
65 For recent bibliography see N. K. Chadwick, Celtic Britain (1963).

APPENDIX
All settlements were plotted on O.S. 6" maps and plans-drawn
to a standard scale. The serial numbers and six figure map refer
ences given below are for general guidance (see fig. 1). To obtain
an overall picture of enclosed settlements of round stone houses in
the county this list of sites should be taken in conjunction with those
quoted under types A, B, C in A .A .\ XXXVIII (1960), 32-3.
No.
Name
M.R.
1 Coldsmouth
Hill 1
NT: 857293
2 Haddon Hill
1&2
NT: 866291
3 W. Storfold
N T :867296
4 W. Elsdon Burn N T : 866282
5 Long Knowe
NT: 872311
6 E. Staw House N T : 893306
7 Staw Hill 1 & 2 N T : 885299
8 SE Mid Hill
N T :883296
9 Stor Fold
NT: 874296
10 S. Stor Fold
1 &2
N T : 876294
11 N. Ell’s Knowe NT: 871282
12 N.W. Ell’s
Knowe
NT: 870280
13 W .Ell’sKnowe N T :871278
14 Laddies Knowe N T :883289
15 Crowden Syke N T :872293
16 West Hill,
Kirknewton N T : 910295
17 W. Worm Law N T : 936294
18 N. Swint Law
N T : 939287
[19 W. Akeld
N T :945293]
20 Worm Law
N T : 936296
21 E. Humbleton
Hill 1 & 2
N T :973283
22 Earle Whin
N T :984269
23 Coldberry Hill 1 N T :971274
24 Doddington
Ringses
N U : 014328

No.
Name
M .R .
25 West Dod Law N U :004317
26 N. Horton
Moor
N U : 018325
27 Weetwood
Moor
N U : 023294
28 Fowberry Moor N U : 023274
29 Rayheugh
N U : 134276
30 Southern Knowe
1
NT -888252
31 Southern Knowe
2
NT: 888253
32 Southern Knowe
3
NT: 888254
33 N.Whitehall
N T :888268
34 S.E. Whitehall 1 N T : 892258
35 S.E.Whitehall2 N T :891256
36 Dunsdale
N T :900232
37 Brands Hill 1
' N T : 983247
38 Brands Hill
2 &3
N T :980245
39 Brands Hill 4
N T : 983244
40 Brands Hill 5
N T :982245
41 Brands Hill 6
N T : 983241
42 Brands Hill 7
N T : 980240
43 Brands Hill 8 NT: 982239
44 Brands Hill 9
N T : 985240
45 Brands Hill 10 NT: 986238
46 N. Cowboy’s
Cairn
NT: 982234
47 S. Cowboy’s
Cairn
NT .*981232

No.
Name
M.R.
48 South Ringles
N T : 992228
49 S. Heddon Moor
East
NT: 996211
50 W. Linhope
N T ;960164
51 Greaves Ash
N T :965164
52 E. Greaves Ash N T : 966164
53 Meggrims
Knowe
NT: 964159
54 W. Hartside Hill N T : 975156
55 N.W. Hartside
Hill
NT: 980157
' 56 S.W. Hartside
Hill
NT: 980156
57 S. Hartside Hill N T : 980155
58 Middle Hartside N T :983157
59 Upper E. Hart
side
NT: 987157
60 Lower E. Hart
side
NT: 988158
61 Prendwick
Chesters
NT: 985149
62 Knock Hill
’ South
NT: 993165
63 E. Knock Hill 2 NT: 996168
64 E. Knock Hill 1 N T : 995169
65 N.E. Knock Hill NT: 999173
66 Ewe Hill
N U : 004168
67 E. Brough Law
1
N U : 004164
68 E. Brough Law
2
N U : 002163
69 S.E. Brough
Law 1
N U : 002159

No.
Name
M.R.
[70 S.E. Brough
Law 2
N U :001158]
71 N. Haystack
Hill
N U : 005152
72 Haystack Hill N U :005150
73 NorthChubden N U : 018137
74 Coppath Burn N T :977121
75 Alnham Castle
Hill 1-5
NT: 980109
76 Loundon Hill N T : 949085
77 N. Uplaw
Knowe
NT: 918084
78 S. Uplaw
Knowe
NT: 919082
79 E. Titlington
NU : 124166
80 Jenny’s Lantern N U : 120152
81 Huntersheugh
1&2
N U : 116166
82 Corbie Crag
East
N U : 108186
83 West Corbie
Crag
N U : 106187
84 Beanley Ringses N U : 100186
85 Old Rothbury N U :046020
86 West Hills
N U :038021
87 Lordenshaws
N Z : 054993
88 Pike House
NZ: 075994
89 Little Mill
N U :080005
90 Burdhope
N Y :813985
91 Birky Gill
N Y :913908
92 Bells Hunkin
N Y : 621943

Additional settlement found on Brands Hill since completion of
list lies at N T : 983236.

